Uniform Code for Pharmaceuticals Marketing Practices
(UCPMP)
PROPOSED CHANGES / ALTERATIONS BY INDIAN DRUGS MANUFACTURERS’ ASSOCIATION (IDMA)
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Page No: 1
Point 1.6

Page No: 2
Point 2.6

Page No: 2
Point 3.2

CLAUSES AS PER GUIDELINES

CHANGES SUGGESTED

REASONS

Substantiation that is requested
pursuant to para 1.5 above
must beprovided without delay
at the request of members of
the medicaland pharmacy
professions including the
members of thoseprofessions
employed in the
pharmaceutical industry.
Other companies, their
products, services or
promotions must notbe
disparaged either directly or
by implication.
Where the purpose of
promotional materialis to
provide personsqualified to
prescribe or supply with
sufficient information
uponwhich to reach a decision
forprescribing or for use, then
thefollowing minimum

Substantiation that is requested
pursuant to para 1.5 above
must beprovided without delay
at the request of members of
the medicaland pharmacy
professions including the
members of those professions
employed in the
pharmaceutical industry.

There cannot be compulsion
to divulge Company’s
confidential information with
Medical Professionals
employed by other
organization.

This clause needs to be
deleted.

As per point 2.4 already
there is a provision for drug
comparison; hence this
clause is inconsequential.

Where the purpose of
promotional material
prescribing information /
package insert is to provide
personsqualified to prescribe or
supply with sufficient
information uponwhich to reach
a decision forprescribing or for

Only in prescribing
information / package insert
can point such as (iv)
Adverse reactions, warnings
and precautions for use
andrelevantcontraindications
of the product; be
incorporated.
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information, must be given
clearlyand legibly and must be
an integral part of the
promotional material:

use, then thefollowing minimum
information, must be given
clearlyand legibly and must be
an integral part of the
promotional material:

Page No: 4
Point 3.6

The names or photographs of
healthcare professionals must
notbe used inpromotional
material.

Page No: 4
Point 3.7

Promotional material must not
imitate the devices, copy
slogansor general layout
adopted by other companies in
a way that islikely to mislead or
confuse.

6.

Page No: 4
Point 3.9(d)

Postcards, other exposed
mailings, envelopes or
wrappers mustnot carry matter
which might be regarded as
advertising to thelay public or
which could be considered
unsuitable for publicview.

7.

Page No: 4
Point 3.10

Audio-visual material must be
supported by all relevant

4.

5.

REASONS

The names or photographs of
well-known healthcare
professionals must notbe used
inpromotional materialfor
endorsing a brand directly.

Unless the healthcare
professional is well-known
such restriction is illogical as it
prevents the mention of even
those doctors and paramedical personnel who have
reported a case or a significant
finding of scientific importance
or stated their view point on
some aspect.

This clause needs to be
deleted.

There is no way in which
one Company can know of
layout used or a slogan
used by another in this vast
country with innumerable
brands of the same product.

Postcards, other exposed
mailings, envelopes or
wrappers mustnot carry matter
which might be regarded as
advertisinges to thelay
publicdirectlyor which could be
considered unsuitable for
public view.
Audio-visual material
mustmaybe supported by

Any matter on postcards, other
exposed mailings, envelopes
or wrappers used is for
scientific information
dissemination and is never
meant for lay public since the
mailing is meant for healthcare
professionals.
In an A-V presentation, most
substantiating data is available
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printed material so that all
relevant requirements of the
Code arecomplied with.

CHANGES SUGGESTED

as soft copy or online and need
allrelevant printed material so
that all relevant requirements of not be carried as print material
since this is impractical
the Code arecomplied with.
especially in outstation use.

Companies are responsible for
the activities of all their
employees including Medical
Representatives for ensuring
compliance of the Code. This
would be additionally ensured
by the companiescompliance of
the Code through appropriate
clause in the contract of the
employment between the
companies and its
employees/Medical
Representatives
Such samples are provided on
an exceptional basis only (see
(ii) to (vii) below) andor for the
purpose of acquiring
experience in dealing with such
a product;

Page No: 4
Point 4.4

Companies are responsible for
the activities of all their
employees including Medical
Representatives for ensuring
compliance of the Code. This
would be additionally ensured
by the companies through
appropriate clause in the
contract of the employment
between the companies and its
employees/Medical
Representatives

Page No: 5
Point 5.3 (i)

Such samples are provided on
an exceptional basis only(see
(ii) to (vii)below) and for the
purpose of acquiring
experience in dealing with such
a product;

10.

Page No: 5
Point 5.3 (ii)

Such sample packsshall be
limited to prescribed dosages
for three patients for required
course of treatment;

This clause needs to be
deleted.

11.

Page No: 5
Point 5.3 (iii)

Any supply of such samples
must be in response to asigned

This clause needs to be
deleted.

8.

9.

REASONS

Companies can only ensure
compliance to the Code by
the medical representative
(MR) by incorporating an
appropriate clause in the
contract; they cannot be
expected to be responsible
for deviations by any
particular MR since at
present the number of field
personnel even exceeds
thousands.
Samples are either provided
for use by the medical
professional or to gain
experience with the product.
Quantum of samples
provided depends on their
purpose and there can be
no minimum or maximum
restrictions imposed.
The acknowledging of
samples by the medical
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and dated request from the
recipient;

12.

Page No: 5
Point 5.3 (iv)

An adequate system of control
and accountability mustbe
maintained inrespect of the
supply of such samples;

13.

Page No: 5
Point 5.3 (v)

Each sample pack shall not be
larger than the smallest pack
present in the market;

This clause needs to be
deleted.

Page No: 6
Point 5.3 (vii)

Each sample shall be
accompanied by a copy of the
mostup-to-dateversion of the
Product Information (As
required in Drug and Cosmetic
Act, 1940) relating to that
product.

This clause needs to be
deleted.

14.

This clause needs to be
deleted.

REASONS
professionals is never
practical since neither the
health provider would
confirm their receipt nor
could such records be
maintained in view of
quantum of samples
dispersed and the number of
doctors these are given to.
This is an internal Company
matter and in no way
distribution of product
samples helps in adhering to
the Code.
In view of the varying pack
sizes and virtual
impossibility to know all
marketed pack sizes, this
clause is not possible to
comply with.
Prescribing information is to
be inserted as pack insert in
sales pack; hence this
clause has no validity and
cannot be executed. Also
any information the
healthcare professional
requires is always provided
by the Company, and also
no medical professional is
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REASONS
expected to prescribe any
product without knowhow
about its ingredients and
usage.

15.

16.

17.

A pharmaceutical company
shall not supply a sample of a
drug whichis an antidepressant, hypnotic,sedative
or tranquillizeronly on
exceptional basis and for the
purpose of acquiring
experience in dealing with
such a product; and limited to
prescribed dosages for three
patients for required course of
treatment.

Anti-depressant,
hypnotic,sedative or
tranquillizer products should
be permitted to be sampled
in limited quantities in
special cases in view of the
necessity to gain experience
by the medical professional.

Page No: 6
Point 5.4

A pharmaceutical company
shall not supply a sample of a
drug whichis an antidepressant, hypnotic,sedative
or tranquillizer.

Page No: 6
Point 5.5

The companies will maintain
details, such as product name,
doctor name, Quantity of samples
given, Date of supply of free
samples distributed to Healthcare
practitioners etc.

This clause needs to be
deleted.

This is an internal Company
matter and such data is
always maintained and need
not be part of the Code.

Page No: 6
Point 6.1

No gifts, pecuniary advantages
orbenefits in kind may be
supplied, offered or promised
to personsqualified to prescribe
or supply drugs, by
apharmaceutical company or
any of its agents i.e.
distributors, wholesalers,
retailers etc.

No gifts, pecuniary advantages
orbenefitsexceeding Rs 1,000/in kind may be supplied,
offered or promised to
personsqualified to prescribe.
or supply drugs, by a
pharmaceutical company or
any of its agents i.e.
distributors, wholesalers,

Since the Medical Council of
India (MCI) has also
accepted in principle in
various forums that gifts
upto Rs 1,000/- is
permissible this Code needs
to fall in-line with the same.
The gifts, pecuniary
advantages or benefits
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retailers etc.

18.

Page No: 6
Point 7.1

Travel facilities:Companies or
their
associations/representatives or
any person acting on their
behalf shall not extend any
travel facility inside the country
or outside, including rail, air,
ship, cruise tickets, paid
vacations, etc., to HealthCare
Professionals and their family
members for vacation or for
attending conference,
seminars, workshops, CME
programme etc. as a delegate.
It is hereby clarified that in any
seminar, conference or
meeting organized by a
pharmaceutical company for
promoting a drug or
disseminating information, if a
medical practitioner
participates as a delegate, it
will be on his/her own cost.

19.

Page No: 7

Hospitality: Companies or

Travel facilities:Companies or
their
associations/representatives or
any person acting on their
behalf shall not extend any
travel facility inside the country
or outside, including rail, air,
ship, cruise tickets, paid
vacations, etc., to family
members of HealthCare
Professionals’ and their family
members for vacation. or for
attending conference,
seminars, workshops, CME
programme etc. as a delegate.
It is hereby clarified that in any
seminar, conference or
meeting organized by a
pharmaceutical company for
promoting a drug or
disseminating information, if a
medical practitioner
participates as a delegate, it
will be on his/her own cost.
Hospitality: Companies or

REASONS
dispersal cannot be
applicable for the supply
channel since these are not
dictating prescription of
products.

Exception must be made in
case of conferences,
seminars, workshops, CME
programme and the like.
Sponsoring healthcare
professional for such events
is always beneficial in terms
of upgrading his/her
knowledge and / or skills so
that the patients are
benefitted.

Hospitality needs to be
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CHANGES SUGGESTED

REASONS

their
associations/representatives
shall not extend any hospitality
like hotel accommodation to
Healthcare Practitioners and
their family members under any
pretext.

their
associations/representatives
shall not extend any hospitality
like hotel accommodation to
Healthcare Practitioners’and
their family members under any
pretext.

extended to the healthcare
professional when he is
attending conferences,
seminars, workshops, CME
programme and the like. This
constitutes an essential
requirement for participating in
the event.

20.

Page No: 7
Point 7.3

Cash or monetary grants:
Companies or their
associations/representatives
shall not pay any cash or
monetary grants to any
healthcare professional for
individual purpose in individual
capacity under any pretext.
Funding for medical research,
study etc., can only be
extended through approved
institutions by modalities laid
down by law/rules/guidelines
adopted by such approved
institutions, in a transparent
manner. It shall always be fully
disclosed.

21.

Page No.11
Point 12

Penalty Provisions:
Once it is established that a
breach of code has been made

Cash or monetary grants:
Companies or their
associations/representatives
shall not pay any cash or
monetary grants to any
healthcare professional for
individual purpose in individual
capacity under any pretext.can
fund Funding for medical
research, study etc., can only
be extended through approved
institutions by modalities laid
down by law/rules/guidelines
adopted by such approved
institutions,or individually to
healthcare professional for
individual purpose in individual
capacity in a transparent
manner. It shall always be fully
disclosed.
Once it is established that a
breach of code has been made
by the company, the committee

In India, medical research is
being undertaken on small
scale basis by many
healthcare professionals in
individual capacity. Such
individuals need not always
be affiliated to hospital or an
institution and hence any
curbing their funding would
cripple research and provide
a roadblock for such
healthcare professionals
and hinder newer
breakthroughs.

Requiring the company to
issue a corrective statement
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REASONS

by a company, the committee
can propose one of the
following decisions against the
alleged company to the Head
of the Association for action:
(i)
To suspend or expel the
company from the Association
(ii)
To reprimand the
company and publish details of
that reprimand
(iii)
To require the company
to issue a corrective statement
in the media (covering all
media) which was used to
issue promotional material
textual and audio visual; details
of the proposed content and
mode and timing of
dissemination of the corrective
statement must be provided by
the company to the committee
for approval.
(iv)
To ask the company to
recover items from the
concerned persons, given in
violation of the code as
stipulated in clauses 6 and 7;
details of the action taken must
be provided by the company in
writing to the committee.

will ask for a written
undertaking from the
respondent company that the
promotional activity / material in
question will cease henceforth
and all possible steps would be
taken to avoid similar breach of
the code in future.

to the Media or Press can
mar the reputation of the
company permanently and
be a disproportionate
punishment. Instead, an
undertaking letter by the
company to the Association
can have a sobering effect
on the company to avoid
further lapses.
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It has been mentioned that “Where there is any item missing, the code of MCI as per Indian Medical Council
(Professional Conduct, Etiquette and Ethics) Regulation, 2002 as amended time to time, will prevail”. However, this
Code (UCPMP) also needs to be updated according to changes in MCI’s Professional Conduct, Etiquette and Ethics
Regulation in relevant sections as per amendments done periodically.
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